Effects of cultural shock on foreign health care professionals: An analysis of key factors
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Abstract
This review is based upon the foreign health care professionals (FHCP) who go to various developed countries (United Kingdom, United States of America, Australia, Germany and France) from developing countries (India, Pakistan, Africa, Philippines etc) for work to have a better life style, good income, more opportunities, but experienced cultural shock with other types of problem. “Cultural shock” is the mixture of anxiety and feelings of confusion, excitement and insecurity and each person feels it differently. To explore this topic in depth, we divided the topic into separate themes to achieve maximum knowledge that followed by reflection, recommendations and conclusion. FHCP generally feel the unfamiliar environment when they visit to a completely different culture in a foreign country and feel certain problems (familial, professionals, technical etc.) along with cultural shock. Following these findings, we have identified three themes: The first theme will discuss about the cultural shock among FHCP and its impact. The second theme will be a focus on different issues of FHCP about their failure or struggle due to culture shock and third theme which is management challenges in order to establish appropriate culture in organization. For this review, we searched and selected various peer reviewed articles online using search engines and databases including Medline, Scopus, Cinahl and Cochrane and books from the University of Northampton library and peer reviewed journals including International Journal of Intercultural Relations, Human Resources for Health, British Medical Journal and Bulletin of The World Health Organization as well. This review will help to explore different aspects of FHCP such as adjustment with entirely different culture, lack of experience, different lifestyles, face problems being immigrants, and working in a completely different setup with certain rules and regulations.
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BACKGROUND:
The demand for rehabilitation services are increasing regularly in developed countries due to shortages of staff, work pressures, improvement in technology, continuous changing health care needs [1] and lack of competence and managerial worker in their own country [2]. Many studies have identified that in upcoming future there would be more shortages of health care professionals such as physicians, nurses [3], physiotherapists, occupational therapists and speech language pathologists in order to take care of ageing population [4,5].So, the mobility of international health professionals is growing [6] and in this, developing countries are giving their major contribution towards this problem by providing numbers of health professionals to developed countries [7].

Flow of foreign health professionals is not a recent development but it has been in practice since the last decade [8]. This strategy is now becoming a solution in developed countries to deal successfully in health sector by getting benefits from foreign health professionals such as nurses, doctors and other allied
health professionals [9]. In contrast, World Health Organization (WHO) [10] identified that this flow of health professionals from developing countries can damage health care system of developing countries and this has become the prime topic for debate in international health policy [9, 11]. According to WHOLIS database [3], countries like UK, USA, France, and Canada are mainly dependent upon foreign health care professionals; the majority of them are nurses. In the UK, from 1990, one in ten registrant nurses were from foreign and from 2000-2002 four out of ten nurses were from foreign countries and the source countries were India, Africa, South Africa and Philippines, Zimbabwe [7]. Things would not stop; statistics are showing that USA and UK have to face shortages of nurses in upcoming future and need more recruitment [3]. In favor, Department of Health [12] has considered that International recruitments have given their best contribution for the development of NHS. There are lots of beneficial factors for the recipient countries as through this they easily fill vacant positions which could remain empty for a long time [13].

According to a survey by the UK health departments, the total cost of recruiting a physician or nurse from developing country is less than the overall cost of advertising, training, short-term replacements and prize to appoint experienced nurse from home country which approximately cost £40,000 [11]. Further, in a study [14] on Canada for health professionals recruitment found that they recruit foreign physicians/ nurses to work in those isolated areas which been far away from basic human necessity such as: away from city, less transportation services, communication facilities and, terrible living conditions. This shows that foreign countries are deliberately deprive migrant health professional from their basic human rights only to save money. In addition, they give fewer wages as compared to their home professionals and also avoid them from added benefits like pensions, social security and worker profits [15].

Therefore, in order to achieve maximum health care, the health care organizations of developing countries should treat them respectfully to fulfill the gap of skilled health professionals [7]. On the other hand, this fulfillment cause lack of efficient health care professionals in developing countries and being considers the “Brain drain” for them [16]. This not only reduces the chance of health professionals to stay in their countries and serve their people but further weaken the health care system of developing countries [17]. So, developed countries are looking for the solution to slow down the rate of migration of international health professionals [7]. Different people want different things in their life. Some come to developed countries to achieve success and good quality of life whereas some just come to acknowledge the best things and to implement into their home country people for optimal outcome.

There are certain pull factors (good salary, efficient working environment, brighter career opportunities, validity of education, and political stability and push factors (inappropriate wages, poor working conditions, lack of satisfaction and instability at work and less professionals and educational achievement) for foreign health professionals, because different individual has different factors [3]. As per European Commission [18] still the data is not accurate about the need of international health care professionals and very fewer studies had described about the impact and amount of cultural shock and other associated factors in foreign countries.

Theme 1: Cultural shock among foreign health professionals and other aspects:

Cultural Shock:

Working in a completely different setup leads to various challenges in which dealing with cultural shock is one of them. Before describing about the cultural shock; first we have to know what the meaning of culture is. Culture is a combination of set patterns of learned behavior that is the typical features of any members of any given society. “Culture refers to the total way of life of particular groups of people. It includes everything that a group of people thinks, says, does and makes – its systems of attitudes and feelings. Culture is learned and transmitted from generation to generation” [19]. Further mentioned in a seminal study [20] that culture is combined setup of mind which creates values, attitudes and behaviors. In that cultural shock occurs in those people who come to different kind of environment and feels disoriented psychologically [21]. It generally occurs due to lack of social dealings, familiar customs, signs and symptom what person used to have is being taken away. In that case person feels like child again and show inability to judge between right and wrong things [22]. An individual usually start his approach with excitement in foreign countries but that is often followed by disappointment which can lead to cultural shock.

Cultural shock is considered as the major barrier for foreign health care professionals to settle in a foreign country [23, 24]. “Cultural shock” is the emotional and psychological factor that leads to confusion, uncertainty, clashes and certain unidentified reaction that effect person observation and their interaction skill in completely different cultures” [25]. Managing themselves in a different community, with different languages and customs is a serious thing for any foreign worker; in order not to achieve these, person could face depression, frustration and homesickness.
Various other factors that also affect cultural shock are lack of proper training, demographic characteristics, organization support and different sort of technical competence.

**Stages of Culture Shock:**

There are four stages of cultural shock that is Honeymoon phase (person enjoy in new surrounding and a sense of euphoria) second is Cultural shock phase (person shows his rejection to new things which do not make any sense in new culture), third phase is Adjustment phase (miss his home culture and choose to live in isolation) and last phase is Mastery or Recovery phase (individual develops strategy to deal with new environment and come out from isolation) [27, 28]. The stages of cultural shock can be represented in ‘U’ shape curve (Figure I) to define settlement process move from higher to lower level towards more insufficient level and return to good level of satisfaction and coping in new culture [29] but is not necessary to be feel by every migrant person [27].

Cultural shock is not always a bad thing and in some ways can enhance individual learning experience and self-efficacy [30]. It has noticed that now many organizations are fully concentrating on foreign worker management and their personal management [31] but still the failure of foreign health care professionals is very high [32]. Various research and scholars have developed different approaches to rectify the conflict which occur due to cross- culture, but they had little success to achieve this thoroughly due to its complex nature [33]. Several works has been done on this topic but still the information is not sufficient enough which help to live in diverse cultures [34], this definitly demand for learning environment to develop competences with multicultural environment [35]. The World Conference on Higher Education has mentioned the need for exchanging the staff and students in order to gain better understanding about each culture to make a cultural competence health care [35, 36].

Further it is stated that differences due to cultural shock could impact on person’s motivational factors and orientation at works [20]. Another study mentioned that cultural shock generally occurs due to cultural myopia-lack of experience and unsolved cultural issues [37]. Dealing with these are not the only problems for foreign health professionals but other such as no value or acceptance of their knowledge or qualifications in another country [38]. This resulted as the cancellation of their license or denying their access to related field. To do more harassments and in order to achieve their standard, the foreign health workers have to prove them by attaining more education programs for better credentials, this could limit the stay of foreign health care professionals for long term specially nurses and doctors [39]. Countries like Australia, USA, New Zealand and Canada are the major countries which do unfair treatment with overseas health professionals and they have to face various issues along with the adjustment of cultural shock [38].

**Theme 2: Issues for failure/struggle of foreign health care professionals as an outsider:**

Leaving home country and come to all together different country that mainly depends upon push and pull factors. Migrant’s decisions can be inclined by different issues such as social, economical, pre-departure and post arrival training, communication, professionals, technical and familial (Figure II). These issues are sometime out of control of policy makers but they are the most important factors [7].

**Social Issues:**

For any developed country skilled migrants health professionals are far more beneficial than the unskilled labor [40]. Most of the foreign health professionals are well settled in UK, USA and Canada (41) but the amount of social isolation what they feel is hard to describe and even harder to judge which is one of the
main example for cultural shock. Excessive work stress, violence at work, racial and gender discrimination and insufficient pay were also noticed in developed countries’ health sectors. [42] Most of the research did not describe about the rejection, marginalization, alienation [43] but discrimination has been observed in many literatures against overseas health professionals [44, 45].

Professionals issue:
Migrant health professionals are not being paid properly and sometimes recommended lower job distribution, unnoticed their previous job experiences and their competence as a health professionals being questioned [46, 47, 48] Further, in a report [3], most of the nurses and doctors are been supervised by those who had less experiences and newly recruited foreign nurses had to make patients bed in their free time, instead of clinical work. Further, less desirable post fill easily by international health workers in developed countries which would be least interested by their local health professionals [14]. They settled migrant’s workers to low quality, rural, underserved and poor locations that further reduces the cost on their living [49]. Not only this, local health professionals treat migrants health professionals inappropriately; that came out in a survey conducted on Canadian professionals and consider them as outsider or foreigner , less proficient and less welcome in the groups and being criticized more for their work and documentation [50]. In the UK, the employers may threaten or put penalties on foreign health professionals if they do not complete their contracts [51]. These factors can effect on their isolation and cause cultural stress.

Familial Issues:
Family issues are also serious issues for migrants that can leads to cultural shock [52]. It has been consider as the main reason for migrants health professionals failure in adjustment in foreign countries [53]. A research on 500 different organisations was found familial issue is the major factor for the foreign health professionals [25]. Family aspects such as managing children schooling, family health issues and dependent parents are the serious cause of concerns for international health care professionals [53].

Communication:
Proper communication is always a key to success for foreign health care professionals in order to provide quality care [54]. This will bring better satisfaction to patients and relatives [55]. Culture competence communication is so important that many organizations are now concentrating on cross cultural training of health professionals [56]. In various health sectors, the migrants’ health professionals were not capable to understand due to limited English proficiency, and fear of telephonic conversation [50] which sometime resulted as the disclosure of important information regarding patients in front of others [57].

Economic Issues:
In developing countries most of the health professionals do face certain types of problem like stress at work, low salaries, fight for survival, huge workload, and low motivation, less equipped work place, lack of further training, restricted career opportunities and inadequate supervision [58]. This leads them to move towards private sector or to abroad [59]. Economic issue is a big issue for foreign health care professionals who work in developed countries to maintain their quality of life. Health professionals do get good wages as compared to their home country wages and recipient countries also try to keep them by increasing their wages. So most of the international health workers take good child care, adequate educational opportunities and quality of life work as an incentive for them and are becoming the main reason to stay over.

Lack of Training:
Training in relevant department (adjustment in different culture) is very necessary to reduce the chances of cultural shock [24]. There is need for proper training and informal visit along with person and his family before entering to other country for job to see the culture and environment [25] to avoid the frustration, dissatisfaction and big cultural shock later after joining the work. Managers from host country are considered them as the waste of time and resources, expensive and ineffective [60] this would be inappropriate for foreign health care professionals. USA spends $80,000 on cross cultural training for migrants’ worker [24]. In other research cross cultural training is been considered as the positive phase for foreign professionals to avoid the chances of cultural shock and to get indulge quickly in organization culture [61].

Technical issues:
Developed countries health sector are full with new technologies, which demand an added skill among health professionals. Foreign health professionals do not have much exposure with latest technologies and computer work. Most of the foreign health care professionals struggle initially while dealing with computer work and to take print out. Having these skills are common among home professionals but unusual for international health professionals where they still got the tendency to write report on papers rather than on computer [62]. These skills got less priority in their home country and lead them towards
stress/frustration in relation to complete report on time in foreign countries health sector [50].

Theme 3: Management challenges to establish change for foreign health professionals

Organization Culture:

Organization culture plays a major role for the success and failure of foreign health care professionals. Culture and environment are the major factors and affects more of the person function. In addition, organization culture generally represents the hidden picture such as the process of thinking, motivation, values, managerial ethics, organization policies and procedures, culture diversity and support, views for employees, leadership behavior rewards and punishments behind big scenarios of that particular organization [63, 64, 65].

Culture in organization and its policies develop thinking among foreign employees about the levels, restrictions, trust and reliability that become helpful for individual to set himself according to demand [66]. Culture shows relation for the better organizational performance. In the U.K, NHS should put efforts on cross culture to get same focus along with other structural and procedural changes to improve quality and performance [67]. According to Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development [49] countries are now putting their views on cultural renewal process for effective health care improvement [68]. Best cross culture environment in health care sectors defines by its coordinated work, team approach and continuous application of quality improvement practices. The employees suffer less as compared to those who have fake regulations and uncoordinated team work [69]. Evidences to performance and impact of culture are not strong enough that need precaution before putting its implication [70].

Working in different setup with different culture of patients and staffs make situation strange for foreign health care professionals. Many organizations and health sectors show cross culture environment and other defines this to certain section or department [71].

So having rival vary, disagreement, competition and conflicts are quite obvious and in this entire health care sector is to be considered as the most notorious among all organizations [71]. Differences in culture make professionals less flexible to bring any change in them [72]. Many others organizations in health care world have already paid the prize of ignorance. Organization should see the included set of culture points where they have to meet with each other in order to reduce the differences by avoiding internal and external influences [73]. A study had identified company or organisation structures, environment, organisation motive, culture diversity all gives contribution to the organisation to develop appropriate and competent working culture environment. [74]. Despite this, still professionals from different cultures or ethnic background do share specific cultural attribute, example doctors, nurses or managers can be differ culturally but they have to share medical autonomy. It has been clearly indicated in NHS policies documents that managing the culture are the best way to improve health care that need accomplish leader or managers to handle the situation [71].

Leadership/Management

In health sector, the more the diverse team work together the more difficult to coordinate and such environment demand for a special management/leadership to direct coordination among diverse group for quality patient care. Complication is developing in every business sector, where need for a quality leader and leadership is necessary to fulfill the purpose [75]. Leadership is a born talent but person can earn through their unique approach and quality handling skills to influence a group, society or organization [76]. Need of leadership become more important when working with diverse culture different ethnic background, in order to understand their feelings [77]. Working with the group of diverse culture brings lots of challenges to leaders and to their management. In order to achieve goals person has to do the things in accurate manners by reducing the risk of chaos, equality among all, health and safety issues and necessary training [78, 79].

In the UK health care system like NHS gives priority to recruit lots of permanent and temporary health care professionals from foreign countries to meet the demand of shortages of staff. In that case, cultural aspect of leadership becomes an important issue in NHS [80]. In addition, working, staffs social and family behavior will change according to perception of the leaders towards the problem. Leaders should create collaborative working environment where health professionals from different disciplines or culture can do work without conflicts [81]. A productive, respectful, and sociable leader would be more successful to understand their staff’s problems than the other manager. For this the author of this study has identified few leadership theories to show the actual characteristics of a leader. There are many leadership theories available such as the Great Man theory, Trait theory, Contingency theory, Transactional theory and Transformational theory [82]. The author has chosen Transformational theory to accomplish the demand at work force because this theory gives power, vision, confidence, and truthfulness among leaders to deliver people oriented leadership styles. Not only this, leaders who use transformational theory into their leadership style got the ability to focus for the betterment of organization and building commitment to organizational objectives through empowering
Transformational theories also known as relationship theory are based on motivation. In this theory the leaders create changes with the help of colleagues [84]. Transformational leaders recognize the motives and desires of others and motivate them to think and act like leaders [85]. Transformational leadership is combined with four components such as Charisma (Unite the work, its value and status of the organization), Inspirational (shows self confidence, ability and dedication), intellectual stimulation (give chance to leader to identify the problem and work according to the need of organization) and Individualized consideration (promote guidance and personal achievement) [86]. Transformational leadership skill is mandatory to change the top level of management in order to perform well [87]. Many researchers have already identified its potential and fruitful outcomes [88, 89]. In another descriptive study [88], did not find any improvement after using transformational leadership. Transformational leadership is useful in their research [90]. Further, acknowledged that transformational leadership can only be work with those person who wants to do some creative and inspirational to be followed by others [91].

Keeping everyone intact and ability to understand their needs are the major points for success of organisation and leaders [81]. Culture -is the key which motivate employee’s behaviours and become vital for the appropriate result of any business. It mainly depends upon leaders/managers how do they react towards culture based differences in organisation [92]. Leaders have to work on cultural competence which is a set of similar behaviours, attitudes and policies that enclose together in a system to work successfully in a cross-culture environment [93]. There are various kinds of cultural competence techniques available for leaders which are helpful to give fruitful information about cross culture and to improve skills of health professionals but very little is known about the effectiveness of these techniques and cost [94].

Having multicultural workforces are not unusual in any international organization but are becoming a necessary part of organizations. In recent years, various literature have mentioned about the cross culture and need of effective cross culture transformational leadership or management [95, 96]. As the world are deciding to go globally, more diverse labor forces generally come to western countries but international management are not capable enough to handle the workforce of diverse culture. In that, any manager or leader could be considered as the partial and unfaithful from the different culture of persons [97]. Conflicts can be resolve by developing cross cultural leadership/management and by involving transformational leadership style to overcome the problems due to diverse culture and to work collaboratively. Having conflicts and misunderstanding on few topics are common among diverse culture people, which need to solve out by quality leadership and management style [98].

Reflection:

Going to any foreign country and adjusting in different culture and with different people and diverse working environment are the major factors for foreign health care professionals. This takes time to learn and person gradually develop understanding, because every country has their own system and procedures in their health care and initially getting along with those systems would be hard for any foreign health care workers who do not have such kind of exposure in their home country. We do not have tendency to work in a set procedures, so when someone has to work in set environment and in different language/culture, he struggles and face problems which can be consider as cultural shock. The culture shock can be reduced by good learning and adjustment skills, getting along with others, avoid loneliness and positive approach. Last but not the least, foreign health care professionals have to make efforts in order to fill the gap and to avoid any failure because they are in different country so they have to get along well. Though the roles of management or leaders are very important but they can only provide support, at the end the person has to adjust by himself.

Strategies to implement change to manage cultural shock:

Managing culture diverse group of people is not an easy task, it requires close encounter with the situation and thorough understanding to eradicate the cause of this disturbance (Charisma). Any organization human resource management is the prime think tank to develop the strategies for reducing cultural shock. [99]. In all the problem, the author has identified that cultural shock generally occur due to inadequate preparation. By having proper training (pre departures and post arrival) someone diminish the cultural shock effect if not able to stop it completely [24]. Not only this, both sides have to learn about the each other culture and the way to adjustment before coming to country for international assignments or hiring people from different culture to avoid any failure in process [100]. Training regarding country and its culture not only give to foreign health care worker but also to their families, language training and advice on child education reduces the amount of cultural shock for foreign health care workers (Inspirational). The leaders approach with good communication and support can also decrease the chances of misunderstanding and increase their
reputation among diverse culture workforce (Intellectual stimulation) [2].

The leader should focus on emotional and soft skills maturity of foreign health care professionals in order to foster the relationship with other colleagues and to avoid any bias [101]. Foreign health care workers should also have abilities to deal with temporary isolation and alienation and should motivate them to communicate and take part in foreign country cultural activities [102]. The managers or leaders should also attain necessary cross cultural training to identify combined goals, team identity and mutual relationships (Individualized consideration) [103]. Developed countries health care sectors are full with international health care professionals so the leaders or managements are need to define policies and environment according to suitability for all. [104]. Developed countries health sectors should understand the scene for health professionals in their countries and the way they are struggling with it, they should indulge them in their community and should consider them as the part of their community. On the other hand, developing countries should work on different aspects of their health professionals/ students by giving them purposeful exposure in related field and should provide them quality of life in order to retain them in their own country.

CONCLUSION:

This review on cultural shock for foreign health care professionals from developing countries has given some important points that need to be considered. This investigation has explored the consequences of culture shock on foreign health care professionals about their feeling, reaction and their thinking. This literature has made some general and cultural specific consequences that will help to know about the need of cultural similarities and current differences for them. This review has shown the dearth of literature in this field and maximum literature are showing the overseas nurses and doctors’ condition, but very less work have been done on allied health professionals which demand more research to get information in depth. Further, this review has also identify the lack of efficient leaders at management position who can face international challenges and understand the scenarios in order to develop fruitful environment. Cultural shock and inadequate preparation, turned out as the major reason for the failure of international health professionals that need combined approach from developed and developing countries management.
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